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What‘s this presentation all about?

In this presentation we will introduce you to a new method to
assess sustainability performance called Sustainable Value.

Sustainable Value allows to express sustainability performance in
monetary terms, i.e. in €, £ or US-$.

Sustainable Value is inspired by the way investments are assessed 
in the financial markets.

Sustainable Value is fundamentally different to existing assessment 
approaches.

All existing quantitative approaches are burden-oriented. 
Sustainable Value is burden-oriented.

But let’s start at the beginning…
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Value and impacts/burden/resources.

Companies create value Companies need resources

More preferred to less. Less preferred to more.
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Dealing with the trade-off

So, how do we know, if it is worthwhile to use a resource?

>
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Let‘s look at an example
Looking at BP‘s environmental burden

2002    2003
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Source: BP Sustainability Report 2003
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Let‘s picture the first challenge
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Finding the right weights.

Source: Figge & Hahn 2004
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Let‘s picture the second challenge
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Easy in theory — difficult in practice

- > 0

Challenge: We need to express this in the same unit!
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Let’s sum up
The Burden-Oriented Approach

Research and practice use a burden-oriented approach to assess 
and manage environmental and social bads.

Weigh up different „environmental bads“
— How bad is more CO2 in comparison to all the other impacts?

— What‘s e.g. the trade-off between work accidents and CO2?

To be able to subtract «burden» from «value» we need to (in 
addition to the weighing up) monetarize the burden.
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Let’s sum up
The Burden-Oriented Approach II

The burden-oriented approach is
— Focused on how bad emissions and other burdens are.

— Ethically doubtful.

— Impossible in practice for many impacts.

Put differently:
— The burden-oriented approach works in theory.

— It doesn’t work in practice.
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Here‘s what David Green had to say...
...in 1894

(Green 1894)
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The Value-Oriented Approach

How much value is created?

— How much € value is created per ton of CO2?

— How much € value is created per ton of VOC?

Compare the value of alternative uses (opportunity costs)

— When used in another place — how much more value is created?

It‘s

— Focused on how much value is created.

— Easy to do.

— Using the logic of the financial markets.

— Compatible with managerial thinking.
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How can we deal with environmental & 
social burdens?

I want to pollute more! 
How much do I have to 

pay you to pollute 
instead of you?

I want to pollute more! 
How much do I have to 
pay you to accept the 

additional damage?
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Let’s look at it in economic terms:
Creating economic value

BP UK economy

Return on capital
(Net Value Added/Non-financial assets) 22.27% 20.22%

Value Spread

Investment
(non-financial assets)

Created Value

2.05%

£69,885,000,000

£1,431,413,460
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… an analogous environmental perspective:
Creating environmental value

BP UK economy

Return on CO2 [£/t]
(Net Value Added/CO2) 212 1,545

Value Spread [£/t]

CO2-Investment [t]

Created Value [£]

-1,333

73,420,000

-97,897,254,253
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BP‘s Sustainable Value in 2001
The big picture

Return on 
capital 
[£/unit]

Opportunity 
cost of capital 

[£/unit]

Value spread 
[£/unit]

Amount of 
capital used

Value created 
[Mio £]

Economic capital ( 0.2227 - 0.2022 ) 0.0205 * 69,885 Mio £= 1,431
CO2 ( 0.0002 - 0.0015 ) -0.0013 * 73,420,000 t= -97,897
CH4 ( 0.0424 - 0.4030 ) -0.3606 * 367,201 t= -132,425
SO2 ( 0.0693 - 0.7864 ) -0.7171 * 224,541 t= -161,020
NOX ( 0.0585 - 0.5266 ) -0.4681 * 266,133 t= -124,587
CO ( 0.1249 - 0.2230 ) -0.0981 * 124,584 t= -12,225
Work accidents ( 187.5060 - 6.6673 ) 180.8388 * 83 = 15,010
PM10 ( 0.9338 - 4.9703 ) -4.0365 * 16,666 t= -67,272

-72,373 Mio £ Sustainable Value

Source: Figge & Hahn 2004
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Let’s wrap up for today

Sustainable Value 
— allows to assess the sustainable performance of companies or other 

economic entities similar to financial performance.

— is based on opportunity costs.

— expresses corporate sustainable performance in monetary terms.

— is based on data which is publicly available.

— does not require external cost figures or similar.

— based on publicly available information we can calculate that BP
creates a negative sustainable value of about 72,000 Mio £ (about 
8% of British GDP).
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How do we ADVANCE?

ADVANCE is an EU-funded project to assess the sustainable 
performance of European industry using the Sustainable Value-
approach.

We will assess about 50 companies until the end of this year.

Assessment results will be published in a survey and the 
methodology will be published in a handbook.

We will present the findings of our project in conferences all over
Europe.

Visit our project website for more information:

www.advance-project.org
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